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Introduction

Diana Ashe



History
Bill McCarthy



Pre-20th Century Natural History 
and Simian Images in the West
Book of Genesis
Greco-Roman 
curiosity
Chain of Being
Baconian Revolution
Classifications
Social Darwinism

Simians not mentioned
Pliny: troglodytes, 
monsters
Medieval Bestiaries
First images from Asia, 
Africa, New World
Linnaeus, the New Adam; 
homo-sapiens alone at the 
top
Primates, certain human 
groups as missing links



Similarities noted

Early European image 
of orang utan (1658).  
Similarity to human 
behavior leads to 
semi-imaginary proto-
human image.



Science appears to confirm pre-
conceptions

Darwin’s Descent of 
Man (1871) confirms 
human-simian 
connection.
Highly evolved 
English and Anglo-
Americans depict Irish 
as simian creatures.



Social Darwinist Implications

In the 19th century 
United States, 
immigrant Irish 
deemed similar to 
blacks; both are less-
highly evolved human 
groups.



Dominance Hierarchies and 
Social Interaction

Midori Albert



Chimps & Bonobos Compared…
& Implications for Humans

Dominance Hierarchy:  a ranking system in 
primate societies indicating who is/are dominant 
regarding social behaviors.
– Dominance influenced by size, strength, “intelligence”:  

ability to form alliances
– Usually helps maintain order

Social Structure:  chimps and bonobos
– Multimale/multifemale groups
– 50 or more
– Fission/fusion
– Mother-infant bond important



Chimps and Bonobos Compared
Strong adult male bonds
Adult males generally 
dominant over adult 
females
Some adult females 
dominant over low-ranking 
males

Strong adult female
bonds
Even though physically 
smaller, adult females 
tend to dominate
Male ranking often 
depends on mother’s 
ranking



Dominance/Social Interaction 
Differences

Chimpanzees
– Conflict often leads to 

display behaviors
– Baring teeth
– Vocalizations

– Resolution:  outgrowth 
of effectiveness of 
displays

Bonobos
– Conflict and tension 

often reduced through 
sexual behaviors:

• Sex “play”



A Few Questions and 
Implications…

Humans seem to show hierarchy and social 
behavior similarities to both chimps and bonobos, 
therefore:
– How much of our behavior could be determined by our 

upbringing?
– How much of our behavior could be determined by 

“intelligence” and or “free-will”?
– How similar or different are humans and apes, 

regarding dominance and social interaction?
– What makes humans similar or different—in 

hierarchical organization and social behavior—to other 
apes like chimps and bonobos?



A Few Questions and 
Implications…

In what ways are some human societies, 
sub-groups, etc. similar to bonobos
regarding dominance, conflict and 
resolution?
– Matriarchal societies
– Egalitarianism
– Peace, free-love movements…



A Final Question:
Are we as humans moving in any 

particular direction regarding societal 
issues where dominance, ranking, and 
aggression/peacefulness are the focus 
(e.g., more bonobo-like or more chimp-
like)?

Or, is history repeating itself within and 
outside of the ape world?



Can you think of examples of how human 
groups may be more like chimpanzees?
Can you think of examples of how human 
groups/subgroups may be more like 
bonobos?



A Few Questions and 
Implications…



Primate Culture

Diane Melroy



Who Has Culture? 

Traditionally, and by definition, only humans
culture as a monolith; all or none
culture requiring language

Recently a new point of view: apes and possibly 
other animals possess aspects of culture

it is therefore possible to trace the 
evolution of culture



What is Culture?
Jane Goodall: culture is behavior passed from one 
generation to the next through observation, 
imitation, and practice.

Frans van de Waal: the ‘culture’ label befits any 
species…in which one community can be readily 
distinguished from another by its unique suite of 
behavioral characteristics. 



Chimp culture
There are many well-documented chimp behaviors that satisfy 
these definitions, including:

ant dipping
nut cracking
leaf clipping
leaf grooming

Various sources cite
25-40 different types
of qualifying behavior



How is chimp culture transmitted?
Usually by observation

Occasionally by direct teaching
mothers have been seen, rarely, to 

correct their infants’ attempts

“…the difference between human and chimpanzee cultural 
transmission mechanisms is not qualitative but only a 
quantitative difference in the frequency and prevalence of 
imitation and teaching, which may lead to qualitative 
differences in the types of cultural evolution which may 
occur.”  Boesch and Tomasello, 1998



How do innovations spread?

Adult females learn from family and friends
Juveniles often learn from each other
Infants learn from their mothers
Adult males often don’t learn new behaviors



Likelihood and rate of adoption of innovations depends 
on the social status of the innovator

“When the innovators are members of an imposing 
group or prestigious, group members are prepared to 
learn from them, and cultural changes may be very rapid.  
If the same innovation is introduced by youngsters or 
members of the group without influence, it is likely that 
the innovation will rapidly disappear” Boesch and 
Tomasello, 1998



Chimps and Bonobos Compared
Strong adult male bonds
Adult males generally 
dominant over adult 
females
Some adult females 
dominant over low-ranking 
males

Strong adult female
bonds
Even though physically 
smaller, adult females 
tend to dominate
Male ranking often 
depends on mother’s 
ranking



Chimps & Bonobos Compared…
& Implications for Humans

Dominance Hierarchy:  a ranking system in 
primate societies indicating who is/are dominant 
regarding social behaviors.
– Dominance influenced by size, strength, “intelligence”:  

ability to form alliances
– Usually helps maintain order

Social Structure:  chimps and bonobos
– Multimale/multifemale groups
– 50 or more
– Fission/fusion
– Mother-infant bond important



Dominance/Social Interaction 
Differences

Chimpanzees
– Conflict often leads to 

display behaviors
– Baring teeth
– Vocalizations

– Resolution:  outgrowth 
of effectiveness of 
displays

Bonobos
– Conflict and tension 

often reduced through 
sexual behaviors:

• Sex “play”



How are Human and Chimp 
Cultures Similar? 

“In comparing human and chimpanzee cultures, 
we have noted many deep similarities.  Both 
chimps and humans have patterns of activities that 
are socially learned and that persist across 
generations, helping youngsters adapt to their 
environments in ways that are presumably more 
efficient and less costly to learn than any 
techniques they might discover for themselves.”
Boesch and Tomasello, 1998



How do Human and Chimp 
Cultures Differ? 

Use of language by humans allows faster and 
farther dissemination of innovations

Human cultures have perfected the “ratchet 
effect”, in which cultural innovations become 
modified and hence more elaborate over time. 
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Language

Don Bushman



Sexuality

Kate Bruce



Conservation

Dave Webster



Commentary

Patricia Turrisi



Discussion



Thank your for your 
participation.


